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NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS


A Call for Justice: We Shall Not Be Moved
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Our community has experienced too many injustices that have been promoted by systemic racism and institutionalized oppression.


The unnecessary and premature deaths of countless unarmed Black people at the hands of those meant to protect and serve, vividly illuminate a pattern of white supremacy and perpetual racism built over more than 400 years of subjugation by individuals, institutions and systems. It’s what author Jim Willis called, “America’s Original Sin.”
As Black engineers our job stretches beyond being an advocate for diversity and inclusion in STEM. Our duty lies with the advancement of all things Black, including the fight for justice for those we have seen perish due to racism.


 




Dear NSBE family,
[image: ]Photo Credit: FarsnewsWe are deeply saddened by the horrific shooting that took away the lives of 10 souls and injured three others in Buffalo, New York last weekend. We acknowledge the crime for what it is, an anti-Black hate crime, and vehemently condemn white supremacy. Our thoughts and prayers are with the families and loved ones of the injured and those who lost their lives, along with all others who have been traumatized by this senseless act. We mourn with you.
It is extremely distressing that we continue to live in times where we are targeted in our safe spaces. Given that we feel excluded from many public places and at times find ourselves subject to verbal, mental, and physical harm, this unspeakable act of violence in one of our communities is truly reprehensible. Hate and racism have no place in the society we strive endlessly to build, and we must do more to prevent further tragedies. We must build a world where we all live in freedom to embrace our identities, without fear of being targeted. Whether it is finding personal peace and comfort, or calling on administrative leaders, or marching on the streets in ode of social justice, we ask and hope that you find a way to prompt a swift hand of justice to be dealt. This is a time for action, and we must uphold that such atrocities will not be tolerated.
We also acknowledge that it is National Mental Health Awareness Month. Unfortunately, we find ourselves challenged with extreme emotional and mental health difficulties. In these times, we must stay united in spirit and strength. We must also care for, support, and nurture one another as we grieve through this in different ways. We encourage you to take the time you need to process the information being shared and to be vigilant of any opportunistic narratives about why this heinous act transpired.
Please see the list of resources below and join us in working toward an outcome that reflects the global social justice goals of NSBE. Learn more about our Call for Justice, which is empowered by our Game Change 2025 Strategic Plan.
Yours in solidarity, peace, and #NSBELuv,
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Favour Nerrise
2021–2023 National Chairperson
National Society of Black Engineers
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Janeen Uzzell
Chief Executive Officer
National Society of Black Engineers
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Ariella Sanders
Region I Chairperson
National Society of Black Engineers


  


Resources


Quick Readings
	Underrepresented Mental Health

	Healing in the Face of Cultural Trauma

	3 Self-Care Tips to Cope With

	Taking Care During Racial Trauma 

Practices 
Please note: The resources included here are not endorsed by NSBE, and NSBE is not responsible for the content of or service provided by any of these resources. Source: NAMI, 2022.  
Black Emotional and Mental Health Collective (BEAM)
Group aimed at removing the barriers that Black people experience getting access to or staying connected with emotional health care and healing. They do this through education, training, advocacy and the creative arts. 
Black Men Heal
Limited and selective free mental health service opportunities for Black men. 
Black Mental Health Alliance — (410) 338-2642
Provides information and resources and a “Find a Therapist” locator to connect with a culturally competent mental health professional. 
Black Mental Wellness
Provides access to evidence-based information and resources about mental health and behavioral health topics from a Black perspective, as well as training opportunities for students and professionals. 
Black Women’s Health Imperative
Organization advancing health equity and social justice for Black women through policy, advocacy, education, research and leadership development. 
Boris Lawrence Henson Foundation
BLHF has launched the COVID-19 Free Virtual Therapy Support Campaign to raise money for mental health services provided by licensed clinicians in our network. Individuals with life-changing stressors and anxiety related to the coronavirus will have the cost for up to five (5) individual sessions defrayed on a first come, first serve basis until all funds are committed or exhausted. 
Brother You’re on My Mind
An initiative launched by Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. and NIMHD to raise awareness of the mental health challenges associated with depression and stress that affect Black men and families. Website offers an online toolkit that provides Omega Psi Phi Fraternity chapters with the materials needed to educate fellow fraternity brothers and community members on depression and stress in Black men. 
Ebony’s Mental Health Resources by State
List of Black-owned and focused mental health resources by state as compiled by Ebony magazine. 
Hurdle
Provides culturally sensitive self-care support and teletherapy for Black men and their families. Currently in pilot program available only to residents of MD, VA and DC. Residents of other states can join their waiting list and will be notified when Hurdle is available in their state. 
Melanin and Mental Health
Connects individuals with culturally competent clinicians committed to serving the mental health needs of Black & Latinx/Hispanic communities. Promotes the growth and healing of diverse communities through its website, online directory and events. 
Ourselves Black
Provides information on promoting mental health and developing positive coping mechanisms through a podcast, online magazine and online discussion groups. 
POC Online Classroom
Contains readings on the importance of self care, mental health care, and healing for people of color and within activist movements. 
Sista Afya
Organization that provides mental wellness education, resource connection and community support for Black women. 
Therapy for Black Girls
Online space dedicated to encouraging the mental wellness of Black women and girls. Offers listing of mental health professionals across the country who provide high quality, culturally competent services to Black women and girls, an informational podcast and an online support community. 
The SIWE Project
Non-profit dedicated to promoting mental health awareness throughout the global Black community. 
The Steve Fund
Organization focused on supporting the mental health and emotional well-being of young people of color. 
Unapologetically Us
Online community for Black women to seek support. 






Open Letters on Behalf of NSBE 


      READ LETTER HERE: NSBE's address to Florida Legislature  


      READ LETTER HERE: NSBE's Stance on Recent Legislation  





NSBE's Commitment to STEM Diversity, Equity and Inclusion


NSBE was formed in 1975 as a response to the lack of Black representation and success in higher education engineering programs, and thus the workforce. Since that time, our mission has evolved to address the needs and disparities that exist today for Blacks in STEM, as we continue to push equity in these spaces forward. Through initiatives like NSBE’S Black STEM Experience (BSX) and actionable support around aligned diversity, equity and inclusion efforts – NSBE, as the epicenter of Black STEM talent and a valuable STEM thought leader – is committed to the work that creates an equitable STEM future.





NSBE's Black STEM Experience (BSX)
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 NSBE is leading a collaborative effort – with industry and academia – to change the face of STEM and widen the reach for STEM access and success. The five pillars or focus areas of BSX are:

	Equity: targeted DEI initiatives
	Talent Development + Education: positioning companies to recruit our talent 
	Social Impact: building pipelines 
	Innovation: what are you willing to do differently? 
	Research + Data: trends + longitudinal STEM studies

 
  With the BSX framework, NSBE is pushing boundaries, redefining what it means to be a Black association in this space, how we serve and propel Blacks in Tech and STEM, how we secure “seats at the table” to ensure our voices are heard, our knowledge and experience are incorporated, valued and fairly compensated, and pathways are created for those currently inhabiting these systems (the trailblazers) and those who are following them (the disrupters) to create a new Black STEM Experience.
 To join NSBE in our BSX initiative or for more information, contact marketing@nsbe.org.
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The original article authored by: Mandy Price, Forest Harper, Charles Thompson III and is available here to read in its entirety.


[image: ]May 25 is the one-year anniversary of the horrific murder of George Floyd–more than nine minutes that took a man’s life and changed the world.
In a historical moment of solidarity, corporate America largely came together to speak out against racial injustices and inequities following Floyd’s murder and the resurgence of the Black Lives Matter movement, but did they follow through on their commitments and pledges they made to fight systemic racism? According to McKinsey, one-third of Fortune 1000 companies made a public statement on racial equity between May 25 and the end of October 2020, and of those companies, 93 percent followed up with an internal or external commitment. Moreover, 57 percent publicly announced the amount they were committing to racial equity initiatives, pledging a total of $66 billion.
While commitments and monetary pledges were a start and many were well-intentioned, systemic racism is a complex issue, and racial equity cannot be achieved overnight. To enact real change, companies must begin and sustain the hard work of dismantling systems that perpetuate the racial inequities we see in society and the workplace. By fully understanding the role diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) plays in the workplace, organizations can begin to unlearn many of the biases — individual and systemic — that are currently in place. Every corner of our society plays a role in the fight against racial injustice, and collectively we must look at every system to understand its role in systemic racism. This is especially true for the workplace, and it is only when we get to the heart of this multifaceted matter that we can rebuild workplaces of true inclusion, equity, and justice.
Organizations like ours have been tackling these critical issues for many years. For decades, we’ve been the architects of DEI programs and action-oriented initiatives, and we’ve been a support system for underrepresented employees at all levels of corporate America. Fundamentally, we understand how to make transformational change in the workplace, as well as how to help companies move their commitments over the finish line, whether it’s advising on how budgets are allocated, how DEI programs are implemented, or what tools are available for businesses.
With so many statements made and dollars promised, there also must be accountability. This is why today we are announcing our joint Corporate Racial Equity Index, a data-driven measurement and accountability tool developed by Kanarys, Inroads, and the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) that will measure racial equity pledges and financial commitments made by corporate America over the past year. We are already tracking commitments for more than 200 Fortune 500 companies and adding more every day.
The Corporate Racial Equity Index and our upcoming series of joint initiatives, webinars, resources, and tools are not about shaming companies. We recognize, perhaps more than most, that companies cannot change overnight, and it’s OK, and even encouraged, to need outside ideas and counsel that will move the needle for businesses in terms of DEI. The goal is to provide a data-informed look at which companies upheld their commitments to begin the work of changing corporate policies, practices, and procedures following Floyd’s murder while identifying areas of improvement and offering ideas and opportunities for greater equity and inclusion overall. This work will be a multiyear approach and will take time and many experts and partners at the table.
Statements a year ago were genuinely a good start, but they cannot be the end of our awareness and reckoning. Statements become performative when companies fail to do the actual work, internally. Company leaders, we invite you to collaborate with us. By working together, we can collectively take an important step that will sustain this progress toward racial equity and accountability in the business community, ensuring the start to lasting and meaningful change.
George Floyd’s murder was not the first time we’ve seen a racial justice movement, but with corporate America’s fulfilled commitments, it could finally be the last.






Letter from the National Chair


      See More Information  
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Letter from
 National Chair


Dear NSBE Family,
The recent killings of Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and now George Floyd are heartbreaking tragedies that further show the injustice and systemic racism the Black community faces every day. It’s been hard to find the right words for this message because I keep imagining the images and videos capturing these horrific acts and the Black community struggling to be heard when crying out for justice and peace. My heart goes out to the families, friends, and those directly or indirectly impacted.
Blatant acts of racism, hatred, and police brutality should not be normalized again.  Unfortunately, we have been here before.  Many of us remember the recent names… Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Tamir Rice, Eric Garner, Sandra Bland, Atatiana Jefferson, Botham Jean, Philando Castile, and now Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and George Floyd, all victims of a shameful legacy of hate.  We must continue to say the names of those lost to senseless acts of violence and racism.
“I can’t breathe” were some of the last words from Mr. Floyd before his life was taken right before our eyes. They were also the last words of Eric Garner in 2014. It is suffocating to exist in a space where Black lives are considered disposable with little hope for real systematic change. I pose this question: “what are we going to do to advocate for equity for our communities and nation?”


     Expand Full Letter
As a Society within this society, we want to see justice.  We want it in the cases dominating the news but also for the 99.9% of cases most of us will never hear about.  We expect justice to be dispatched swiftly and equitably, according to the law, and not influenced by income, race, or connections.  However, we would also like to see that equality extended to our educational institutions – at every level and to companies and industries solving our countries’ most complex problems.  We should not be marginalized; as descendants of those who helped build this nation, we seek full participation in all aspects of society with a fair chance to help make America a more perfect union.

Of course, we recognize that radical change requires allies; Black people do not have the numbers or resources to bring about systemic change alone.  So, we call on those who believe everyone deserves a chance to fulfill their potential to provide opportunities, to open doorways and create pathways for those who did not have access to the resources that produce advantages.  Finally, we ask those who believe in the mission of the National Society of Black Engineers to invest in this cause so our members can thrive and continue to be agents of positive change.

Now is the time for the conversation.  Now is the time for understanding.  This is the perfect time in history for our country to embrace national ideals for all of its citizens.  We implore righteous people to honor and protect our inalienable rights to liberty, opportunity, and equality.

We cannot remain silent at a time like this.  We must call for political action to invoke social change, to end police brutality, and dismantle systemic racism.  We are not powerless. Nelson Mandela put it best when he said, “education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” We encourage all NSBE members and allies to take action and let your voices be heard… mentor, vote, make calls, write, participate, post, march… be the example.

NSBE is compiling a list of health, grief, and wellness support resources to assist our members in coping with all of these troubling events; that information will be provided in another official communication.  Moreover, we are developing a team of leaders to create ways for our organization to use its platform to speak out on social justice issues.  Above all, I ask you to hold on to hope, to seek refuge in faith, and the knowledge that we will get to the other side of this bleak moment.  Together, we will overcome this adversity, as we have in the past, and continue our march toward a more just society.
Continue to encourage one another, support one another, listen to one another, and love one another. In closing, NSBE loves you, and your life matters!





With NSBE Luv,
Jocelyn Jackson
2019-2021 National Chair
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Letter from Executive Director 

From Pledge to Practice:
 Turning Promises into Lasting Change to Increase
 Black Equity in the Workplace


Overview: A National Reckoning
Producing inclusive workplaces and communities requires a methodical and sustained effort to disentangle years of policies, practices, and behaviors that have privileged some and subjugated others. As management expert Dr. Edwards Deming notes, “Every system is perfectly designed to get the results it gets.”
The killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and Rayshard Brooks by police and neighborhood vigilantes have led to an unprecedented reckoning in the United States about its sordid history and racist practices that touch every sector of our society. In the wake of global protests for racial justice, billions have been pledged, and thousands of companies, institutions, and associations have made commitments to dismantle systemic racism and work toward social justice. Not surprisingly, even as countless organizations have publicly made statements in solidarity with these efforts, what is lacking is a concerted approach to bring about structural change—to turn pledges into lasting change.
Therefore, to change the results, we must work to change the systems that produce them.
Fortunately, engineers are trained to solve complex problems systematically. Whether building infrastructure, electrifying the nation, or sending astronauts into space (and returning them safely), engineers have been called upon to solve the most challenging problems to improve the quality of life for Earth’s inhabitants. Although the tools might be different when called upon to dismantle racism and increase equity, our systematic approach—design, build, test, improve, and deploy—does not change.
The National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) is answering the call to increase Black equity in the workplace and our communities. For more than 40 years, our sustained commitment to producing a diverse, technical workforce has positioned us to be a trusted diversity partner. We are now offering a framework to move employers from focusing predominantly on diversity to creating more inclusive workplaces.
The following framework and action plan will help organizations operationalize their commitments to racial equity.
What Can Organizations Do?
Companies, agencies, and philanthropic foundations should consider focusing their efforts in five areas:
	Diversity: Work to achieve representative numbers of Blacks at all levels of the organization, including the board of directors.
	Equity: Document patterns and work to achieve parity on key employee statistics, including recruitment, offers, hiring, compensation, tenure, key assignments, promotions, bonuses, EOC complaints, departures, and terminations, and audit policies and procedures that reinforce inequities.
	Inclusion: Foster an anti-racist institutional culture that mitigates microaggressions and implicit and explicit biases through mandatory training and regular conversations about race hosted by senior officials.
	Ecosystems: Ensure that hiring of suppliers and subcontractors; sponsorships; philanthropy; diversity partnerships; and policy agenda are equitable and publicly available.
	Data Dashboard: Create and publish a dashboard built on a structured data model that captures and presents institutional DEI (diversity, equity, and inclusion) metrics against industry averages to increase transparency and accountability.

Now Is the Time
NSBE chooses to seize this moment to effect systemic change across all dimensions of diversity, equity, and inclusion. These are complex problems built on interwoven systems that began on these shores centuries ago but remain, in different forms, today. Fortunately, complexity does not shake us as engineers. Our training, achievement, and lived experiences enable us to find solutions that are not just useful for designing bridges and tunnels and building spacecraft; we are working to apply these skills to dismantle and reconstruct our workplaces, schools, and communities. There is no greater cause and no better time. We invite you to join us in creating better futures for Black engineers.
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Karl W. Reid, Ed.D.
Executive Director
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NSBE Supports Nigeria's #EndSARS Movement


Dear NSBE Family:
On Oct. 20, 2020, an alarming event occurred in Lagos, Nigeria. A synopsis of what the National Executive Board of the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) has learned since then about the incident follows:
A large and, by all accounts, peaceful demonstration in Lekki, a suburb of Lagos, was ended violently when security officers of unconfirmed origin fired shots into the crowd of protestors, some of whom were waving the Nigerian flag. The demonstration was part of a nationwide nonviolent protest movement that began on Oct. 7, 2020, when a video became public that showed officers of a Nigerian police unit, the Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS), shooting an unarmed man. Accounts of the number of casualties among the protestors at Lekki varied, but the human rights organization Amnesty International reported that 10 people died and dozens were wounded.
The more than 21,000 members of the National Society of Black Engineers join the chorus of voices worldwide condemning the violence that occurred at Lekki and expressing solidarity with the nonviolent #EndSARS protest movement. NSBE members around the globe stand in unity with our members in Nigeria in their grief at this terrible loss and in their commitment to obtaining equal justice as well as equal opportunity for all Nigerians.
NSBE believes that using violence to snatch away the dreams and aspirations of youth and other vulnerable groups has far-reaching, negative consequences. A peaceful and just society coupled with strong institutions promotes development and equal opportunity for all.
NSBE Nigeria and NSBE’s National Executive Board organized two open house forums that were coordinated by NSBE’s International Committee chair on Oct. 17 and Oct. 22, to stress to our members the need to be calm as they call for an end to all forms of police brutality in Nigeria. The director of NSBE Nigeria has also released two public statements calling on the government to respond to the questions asked by protesters, as NSBE holds dear our values of equality, social justice and fairness. The National Society of Black Engineers recognizes that NSBE and the #EndSARS movement have the same ultimate goal, which is to positively impact the Black community, and NSBE pledges to support #EndSARS until that goal is achieved.
With NSBE Luv.
  [image: ]
Jocelyn Jackson
2019–2021 National Chair
National Society of Black Engineers
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Darren Butler
2020-2021 NEB International Committee Chair
National Society of Black Engineers
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David Adeyinka Adu
NSBE Executive Director For Nigeria
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Go all in with NSBE to Advance Social Justice




      Visit NSBE ALL IN Summit Website  





NSBE Corporate Town Hall


Friday, August 7, 2020


Straight Talk: Crucial Conversations
 From Inside Corporate America


Transparent and forthright, this conversation hosted a cross-section of NSBE’s partners to discuss corporate culture, 
responsibility and brand alignment amid and our country’s civil unrest.


      WATCH THIS VIDEO  


THE PANELISTS WERE


PANELIST


Shani Paul


Amazon




PANELIST


Errol Springs


Amazon




PANELIST


Kingsley Ufere


Cheveron





PANELIST


John Redmond


Dell




PANELIST


Dante' Crockett


Ford Motor Company




PANELIST


Terry Watson


Hubbell Incorporated







MODERATOR


Nico Grant


Bloomberg
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NSBE’s Corporate Town Hall was hosted by Amazon’s Black Employee Network (BEN)





NSBE National Town Hall


Tuesday, June 30, 2020


What It Means to Be Culturally
 Responsible in This Moment?


      WATCH THIS VIDEO  


THE PANELISTS WERE


PANELIST


Lorenzo Boyd, Ph.D.,


Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion and Chief Diversity Officer at the University of New Haven and Director of the Center for Advanced Policing




PANELIST


Brooke Coley, Ph.D.,


Assistant Professor of Engineering, Director, The Shifting Perceptions, Attitudes and Cultures in Engineering Lab, Arizona State University




PANELIST


Aigner Fells, MS, NCC,


Mental Health Therapist, Beyond Infinity LLC, Counseling & Consulting







MODERATOR


Kameelah Majied


National Professionals Chair







Question and Answer Responses from Town Hall Meeting


     Structural discrimination is systemic in nature. It is quiet. It cannot be captured on video.  It moves likes a turtle - slow and steady. In addition to look at the obvious, police brutality, how is are you/do you suggest we address the systemic issue? (i.e. how many black people are voting? Voting in every election - even the non-presidential ones, graduating and helping those behind you, etc.)
Answer:
We agree, systemic racism runs deep into the historic and cultural foundation of America, as the Race and Social Justice Initiative (https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/RSJI/Defining-racism.pdf) has defined. NSBE is exploring a partnership with a firm that will enable us to address institutional racism in industry and other sectors by offering a framework that addresses not just diversity, but ways to foster black equity and inclusion in the workplace and the local Black communities in which the organizations operate and influence. One important component of this is to advocate for powerful lobbying entities to incorporate issues of race in their policy agendas. In the meantime, the Public Policy SIG is planning advocacy training for NSBE members.


     Thank you for this townhall! How will NSBE help our international students?
Answer:
We know that racism is a global issue that requires global systematic solutions. NSBE has a plan to bolster its international members and chapters by working to fund national Affiliates that could better serve international chapters while providing a stronger link to the National Executive Board and World Headquarters. For more information about our international efforts, contact International Chair, Darren Butler at nebinternational@nsbe.org.


     What are the plans to build up our numbers? Midwest is lacking members.
Answer:
The NSBE Strategic Plan, called “Game Change 2025” will provide specific strategies to increase and engage membership. One strategy is to build more explicit ties with NSBE Jr. and Community College chapters in and around the college community.


     What is NSBE's current plan to position itself in the industry and Nation to be ready to interact with culturally responsible corporate firms that are looking to increase their support of Black, Brown and other minority demographics in the forms of hiring equality, academic engagement and community service? Will resources be ready to engage these firms in a meaningful and collaborative way?
Answer:
NSBE is exploring a partnership with a firm that will enable us to address institutional racism in industry and other sectors by offering a framework that addresses not just diversity, but ways to foster black equity and inclusion in the workplace and the local Black communities in which the organizations operate and influence. One important component of this is create and publish Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) dashboards so members know which companies are the most inclusive, and for companies to increase their DEI transparency and accountability.


     What are the demands of the revolution that NSBE is engineering?
Answer:
The major demand is that companies, schools, and agencies work with us to fulfill our mission AT SCALE, “to increase the number of culturally responsible Black engineers” who are best positioned to “positively impact the community.” We are demanding that the thousands of companies that have pledged to eradicate racism social injustice create workplaces that are equitable and inclusive for their Black employees, and to work toward removing systemic inequity in the communities in which they operate and that they influence.


     Is NSBE willing and prepared to cut ties with corporate sponsors who are not practicing anti-racism and other forms of preventing discrimination? Releasing solidarity statements aren't action, they're just symbolic.
Answer:
To the degree to which there are objective measures to assess and rate anti-racist and non-discriminatory workplace cultures, NSBE is currently not in a position to cut ties with sponsors. Moreover, most sponsors partner with NSBE because they want to recruit diverse engineers and computer scientists, which is the first step toward creating inclusive workplaces. Still, NSBE is exploring partnerships that will enable us to address institutional racism in industry and other sectors to foster black equity and inclusion in the workplace and the local Black communities in which the organizations operate and influence. One important component of this is to create Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) dashboards so members know which companies are the most inclusive, and for companies to increase their DEI transparency and accountability. More to come.


     How can we use our diverse technical skills, personal experiences, and motivations as Black engineers to create and/or influence changes to policy in favor of equality? What does this look like particularly for students and young professionals in the various spaces we occupy?
Answer:
This is a great and important question. There are a few things Black engineers can do. 1) If not already a member, join and become active in your local NSBE Professionals chapter. 2) Form, join and become active in your company’s African American Employee Resource Affinity Group. Advocate for its funding and ensure that it has executive sponsorship. 3) Ensure that the company is conducting the equivalent of regular climate surveys and publishing the results. 4) Ensure that the company is documenting Black employee statistics relative to other employees and working to close the equity gaps. 5) Assist your company with recruiting more Black engineers, especially at HBCUs and NSBE conferences.


     How will NSBE work with companies to introduce K-12 students to internships within the technology industry? This would be in addition to a STEM bootcamp.
Answer:
There are no active plans to work with K-12 students to broker internships. However, our strategy is to expand NSBE Jr. chapters and memberships as a critical pipeline toward our goal of graduating 10,000 Black engineers annually by 2025, this includes 3-5th graders, who are newly eligible within our NSBE Jr. chapters. In addition, our Integrated Pipeline Programs provide NSBE collegiate members with opportunities to secure scholarships, internships, mentorships and professional development through strategic corporate partnerships.


     The three questions from Dr. Coley presentation places the onus on us, as Black engineers. How do we take those questions and challenge the people in power across STEM industries to make it their fight as well?
Answer:
We need to recruit allies and partners across the STEM spectrum to join the fight. One way is to provide allies and other industry partners with a framework to get engaged. For example, NSBE recommends a framework that not only addresses diversity, but ways to foster black equity and inclusion in the workplace and the local Black communities in which the organizations operate and influence.


     How do we communicate with our white supervisors that are exhibiting white fragility and unaware of their privilege in the engineering workplace?
Answer:
Great question, and an important one. If white supervisors are open to it, I’d recommend you hand them a copy of “White Fragility” by Dr. Robin DiAngelo, and “Biased: Uncovering the Hidden Prejudice That Shapes What We See, Think, and Do” by Dr. Jennifer Eberhardt. With new awareness, I would consider Dr. Ibram Kendi’s “How to Be an Anti-Racist” another informative resource. Dr. Kendi argues that being an assimilationist and “not being a racist” is in fact racist if you’re not actively working to be an “anti-racist.” (There are books available on the NSBE’s Social Justice site at socialjustice.nsbe.org. Another strategy: Hosting uncomfortable conversations with black colleagues about their experiences seem to have a profound effect while the world is listening, with the CEO or division head hosting the conversation. Meaningful interactions like these reduce our biases (implicit and explicit), increase awareness and produce a more inclusive culture.


     I am an Indian immigrant who was advised by a black engineering faculty. Seeing his experience made me an advocate for black engineers and professionals. I became a NSBE life member and advise students. I would like to collaborate or galvanize an advocate group. 
Answer:
One way is to become an advisor to the local NSBE chapter. Another is speaking at one of our faculty forums during our convention. Please reach out to us at kreid@nsbe.org. We will explore ways you can actively become an ally.


     Do the current demographic categorizations (for example Black/African American of Latino/a/x origin) get incorporated in the statistics on engineering? (Graduated years ago & recently looked up my alumni profile & I see I was listed as Latino because I was born in Latin America. I think now demographic questions may be more accurate than before)
Answer:
Generally, most universities and databases follow the racial and ethnic categorizations defined by the US Census Bureau guidelines, which changed in 2010. Latinx is considered an ethnicity, so a Latino can be categorized as Black or White, for example. Go to https://www.census.gov/topics/population/race/about.html for more information about the racial categories used by the US Census Bureau.


     How would you suggest facilitating mental health check ins with black/POC employees? How can we facilitate these types of conversations in a corporate setting?
Answer:
Proactively investing in the mental health of employees will go a long way toward fostering good will and a safe/productive work environment. Employers should check with their employees and acknowledge recent/current events. This can be done via an open forum or even devoting time during staff meetings to open the floor for a “check in.” Encourage self-care, implement mental health days, and offer concessions for employees to temporarily take on a lighter workload as needed. Further, offering free behavioral health to employees and/or having a therapist on staff to specifically cater to your employees can go a long way.


     How do you recommend finding a minority mental health professional?
Answer:
There appears to be a major shift in the culture and finding a minority mental health professional is becoming a lot easier than it used to be. If you are going utilize insurance, you can go through your insurance company’s website, and then do a filter search for minority mental professionals that fit your needs. You can also filter by gender and specialty. Another option is to go through mental health search engines. Some popular ones are psychology today, therapy for black girls, brown girl therapy and BEAM (Black Virtual Therapist Network).


     What are the essential elements of a mental health toolkit?
Answer:
Each mental health toolkit should be developed for the specific needs of the individual. However, Sara E. Williams, PHD recommends utilizing the following 4 elements in your tool kit.
	Distracting tool – Doing distracting or fun activities focuses your attention in a helpful way — it gives you something else to think about instead of what is bothering you. Try playing a game, listening to music, spending time with a pet, talking to family/friends, or doing a craft.
	Relaxation Tool – Slowing your body down calms your brain and relaxes your body. Try taking five slow deep breaths, tightening and releasing your muscles, or imagining being somewhere peaceful, like the beach or walking in the woods.
	Thinking Tool – Noticing the realistic and positive parts of a situation increases optimistic thinking, which can help you change how you feel. Try asking yourself, “What are the good things that could happen?” or “These thoughts aren’t helping me — how can I see this differently?”
	Action Tool – Keeping a good schedule and doing your everyday activities helps you stay on track and be healthy in your body and your mind. Try sleeping on a regular schedule, drinking plenty of fluids, eating nutritious meals, and exercising daily.



     I have spent my 56 years taking care of nieces, nephews, siblings, my mother, father, and my daddy, and those in the workplace. Now that I have finally spent the time in education to become the Engineer, I should have become 35 years ago. I am finding it difficult to do me. What are some suggestions?
Answer:
An affirmation offered by Presenter, Aigner Fells
Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate.
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness
That most frightens us ~ Marianne Williamson.


     What is NSBEs plan or intent to increase Equity in Public Procurement? How are we going to ensure black and brown engineering firms and contractors get their fair share of public contracts?
Answer:
NSBE is developing a strategy to help companies and other partners translate their pledges into action. The framework will address not just diversity, but ways to foster black equity and inclusion in the workplace and the local Black communities in which the organizations operate and influence. This includes their networks of suppliers and contractors, ensuring that they are representative and diverse. One important component of this effort is to create Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) dashboards so members know which companies are the most inclusive, and for companies to increase their DEI transparency and accountability. More to come.


     What is NSBE's plan to increase the presence of blacks on public and private boards?
Answer:
The emerging NSBE Strategic Plan, “Game Change 2025” proposes a strategy to increase Board participation by NSBE members.


     How many people are attending the Town Hall? Can you start a conversation via twitter about the town hall concepts?
Answer:
Nearly 250 participated in the Town Hall. Great idea about a Twitter conversation. We will incorporate it into and after future Town Halls.


     What is NSBE in terms of action (not talk) doing to address the fact that black engineers enter these companies and the highest managerial position they get is Manager for Diversity and Inclusion and also in regards to Black Engineering companies owned and run by majority Black people starting up in this time as we know a lot of big companies start up during recessions and such.
Answer:
NSBE is developing a strategy to help companies and other partners translate their pledges into action. The framework will address not just diversity, but ways to foster black equity and inclusion in the workplace and the local Black communities in which the organizations operate and influence. In addition, the Entrepreneurship SIG is working to help members startup new companies. This is an ongoing activity. For more information, go to https://nsbe.org/Professionals/Programs/Special-Interest-Groups-(SIGs).aspx#.XyX1gyhKglA. or on Instagram, @nsbentrepreneur


     Creating our own will solve most of these issues we have. We do not need to beg and plead for others to recognize our humanity.
Answer:
Agreed. Let’s get to work!


     With certain engineering trade organizations, they may say that they are a non-profit and are therefore to be neutral. So they sanitize their statements to where one can’t say specifically that Black lives matter. They may say to present them with actions but how can we address an action if we can’t address the real problem?
We agree, systemic racism runs deep into the historic and cultural foundations of America, as the Race and Social Justice Initiative at https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/RSJI/Defining-racism.pdf has defined. We have to hold associations and other entities accountable to follow through with their statements and commitments.


     Can the panelists elaborate on the difference between having 'Impact' versus having 'Input'? 'Impact' presents bringing about change when you are not even in the room (boardroom, etc.), whereas, having 'Input' is only made available to you when you are in the room and no longer carries weight after you have left the room. Dr. Eric Jolly, First People indigenous member raised this distinction at a joint NAMEPA, NSBE, SWE conference years ago.
Answer:
Great distinction. We don’t need just a seat at the table (input), we need to influence the agenda of those around the table (impact).


     What actions can we take together as 20,000 individual actions? how can we all work to change the laws to criminalize racism?
Answer:
NSBE is developing a strategy to help companies and other partners translate their pledges into action. The framework will address not just diversity, but ways to foster black equity and inclusion in the workplace and the Black community. One important component of this is to advocate for powerful lobbying entities to incorporate issues of race in their policy agendas.


     I am a college student in STEM, how can I get more involved with raising or addressing my perspective to those who may think differently within my university?
Answer:
Become active in your local NSBE chapter, partner with other organizations, and advocate for change with the Dean of Engineering. Providing them with specific things to change is the best approach.


     This topic was brought up in the R6 Town Hall. What should NSBE members expect/demand from their corporate sponsors that we engage with during the school year? Both those that have presented performative statements (or lack of) and those who say that they are going to make actionable steps.
Answer:
NSBE is developing a strategy to help companies and other partners translate their pledges into action. The framework will address not just diversity, but ways to foster black equity and inclusion in the workplace and the local Black communities in which the organizations operate and influence.
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Give to
 NSBE


The National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) relies on the generosity of individual supporters to meet the needs of our membership, reach our goals and accomplish our critical mission.


Government support and corporate sponsorships are vital to our cause but have never been enough to cover all of our expenses, including those for professional support services for our student leadership, implementation of new programs for aspiring engineers, and investment in our capacity to enhance the academic and professional careers of our nearly 25,000 members in the United States, Africa, Canada, the Caribbean region and elsewhere.




 Contributions like yours help fill the gap and expand the resources we have available for our student and professional members in STEM. With your financial contribution, we will:

	    Sustain and grow the resources our members need to succeed;
	    Provide financial and other help for STEM students who are on track to graduate but need extra assistance to do so;
	    Achieve our goal of leading the U.S. to graduate 10,000 new Black engineers annually by 2025; and
	    Continue making a positive impact on Black communities



Make your donation today at:


      NSBE.org  
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Racial Inequity
 Defined


Racism is often thought of as individual acts of bias.




While discrimination is still very much a reality, focusing on individual acts of racism can obscure the realities that create and maintain racial inequity more broadly. Below are the definitions of three types of racial inequity. To fully address the impacts of racism it is important to address all aspects of racial inequity. To date much of the emphasis of racial equity work has focused on individuals, the Race and Social Justice Initiative is an effort to shift that focus to institutional and structural forms of racism.
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Structural – The interplay of policies, practices and programs of differing institutions which leads to adverse outcomes and conditions for communities of color compared to white communities that occurs within the context of racialized historical and cultural conditions.


Institutional – Policies, practice, and procedures that work to the benefit of white people and the detriment of people of color, usually unintentionally or inadvertently.


Individual /Interpersonal – Pre-judgment, bias, stereotypes or generalizations about an individual or group based on race. The impacts of racism on individuals – white people and people of color (internalized privilege and oppression). Individual racism can result in illegal discrimination.


Learn more at


      seattle.gov  
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Mental Health


      Underrepresented Mental Health  




      Healing in the Face of Cultural Trauma  




      3 Self-Care Tips to Cope With  




      Taking Care During Racial Trauma  
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Police Reform


      Commit to Action  


A call for mayors, city councils, and police oversight bodies to address police use of force policies. The Obama Foundation.




      Campaign Zero  


A national effort to institute 10 police policy reform recommendations from communities, research organizations and the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing to protect and preserve life.




      A Brief US History of Policing  


“From the War on Poverty to the War on Crime: The Making of Mass Incarceration in America.” Elizabeth Hinton




      Statistics about Black Men and Policing  


Most black (83%), Asian (73%) and Hispanic (65%) Americans say they’ve experienced discrimination or have been treated unfairly by police because of their race or ethnicity, either regularly or from time to time. Pew Research Center 
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Social and Criminal
 Justice Organizations
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NAACP


      Learn More  
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NAACP Legal Defense Fund


      Learn More  
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Black Lives Matter


      Learn More  
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Equal Justice Institute


      Learn More  
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The Color of Change


      Learn More  
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Education &
 Other Resources


The 1619 Project


The New York Times Magazine




How to Be an Anti-Racist


by Dr. Ibram Kendi (High School/Adult)




Stamped from the Beginning


by Dr. Ibram Kendi (High School/Adult)




White Fragility


Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism by Robin DiAngelo




How to Be Black


by Baratunde Thurston (Middle School/High School/Adult)





      Learn More  




      Learn More  




      Learn More  




      Learn More  




      Learn More  





Just Mercy


by Bryan Stevenson (High School/Adult)




#BlackLivesMatter


NYU Press




Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race


by Reni Eddo-Lodge




Between the World and Me


by Ta-Nehisi Coates




Harvard Business Journal







      Learn More  




      Learn More  




      Learn More  




      Learn More  




      Learn More  





The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness


by Michelle Alexander




Tiffany Bowden, Ph.D.


Link below for anti-racism resources











      Learn More  




      Learn More  
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Voting Resources


Vote411.org


      Learn More  




Rock the Vote, How to Vote


      Learn More  




Confirm Your Voter Registration Status


      Learn More  




Update or Change Your Voter Registration


      Learn More  




Info on Federal, State, and Local Election Dates


      Learn More  
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Address


205 Daingerfield Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22314




Contact


Media Request Contact:
Kiara Dunston at kdunston@nsbe.org
or mediarequest@nsbe.org
NSBE Partnership Request Contact:
Jessica Sussen at jsussen@nsbe.org
Phone: 703.549.2207




Follow Us


   Facebook      Twitter      Instagram   
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